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Abstract

We analyze the light curves of a recently discovered supernova,

AT2023hpb, with the method of photometry. After modeling its light

curves in each filter and comparing them with the theoretical light

curves of different types of supernovae, we conclude that the objective

supernova should be classified as Type II.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Light Curves of Supernovae

In this observational experiment, we analyzed the light curves of a re-

cently discovered supernova, AT2023hpb, with the method of photometry. A

supernova is a luminous explosion of a star in which sudden change of light

magnitude can be observed through time. A light curve of a supernova is a

graph of the supernova’s apparent magnitude as a function of time, typically

measured in a particular frequency interval or band. Generally speaking, su-

pernovae are classified into two categories based on the presence of hydrogen

lines in their spectrum: If hydrogen lines are measured, then the supernova

is classified as Type II; otherwise it is Type I. As a result, Type I super-

novae always have light curves with a sharp maximum and a rapid decline

of luminosity, while Type II supernovae always have light curves with less

sharp maximum and less rapid decline of luminosity (As convention, higher

apparent magnitude indicates lower luminosity of the star). The two types of

supernova can be classified into sub-types according to the presence of other

elements and the shape of light curve [10]. For example, Type I supernovae

can be further classified by Type 1a which presents a singly ionised silicon

(Si II) line at 615.0 nm near peak light, and Type 1b/c which doesn’t have

this spectrum line. Also, Type II supernovae can be classified Type II-P,

which reaches a ”plateau” in its light curve, and Type II-L, which displays a

”linear” decrease in its light curve, which is shown in Fig. 1 [2].
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Figure 1: Comparison of the light curves of Tycho’s supernova with the mean
visual light curves of Type I, II-P, and II-L supernovae. Horizontal lines
through the data points indicate the time interval to which the magnitude
estimate applies, and vertical lines refer to an estimated magnitude range. [2]

1.2 Formation of Type II Supernovae

Different types of supernovae are corresponding to different astrophysical

explanation of the formation of those supernovae. Studies show that most

supernovae are formed either by runaway nuclear fusion triggered in a white

dwarf or by sudden gravitational collapse of a massive star’s core. The first

mechanism of thermal runaway corresponds to Type Ia supernovae, and the
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second mechanism of core collapse corresponds to all other types of super-

novae. With those scientific models, we are able to predict the future of the

supernovae by identifying the change of their apparent magnitude.

Specifically, a Type II supernova results from the rapid collapse of a

massive star. A star must have at least eight times, but no more than 40 to

50 times, the mass of the Sun to undergo this type of explosion [3]. Unlike

the Sun, massive stars possess the mass needed to fuse elements that have an

atomic mass greater than hydrogen and helium. The star fuses increasingly

higher mass elements, starting with hydrogen and then helium, progressing

up through the periodic table until a core of iron and nickel is produced. Due

to the lack of energy, the core contracts due to gravity until the overlying

weight of the star can be supported largely by electron degeneracy pressure.

When the compacted mass of the inert core exceeds 1.4 times of the mass

of the sun, electron degeneracy is no longer sufficient to counter the grav-

itational compression. A implosion of the core takes place within seconds.

Without the support of the imploded inner core, the outer core collapses in-

wards under gravity and reaches a velocity of up to 23% of the speed of light,

and the sudden compression increases the temperature of the inner core to

up to 100 billion kelvins.

Under this model, scientists believe that the distinctive plateau of the

Type II-P supernovae is caused by the expulsion of most of the hydrogen en-

velope of the star. During the explosion, the shock wave ionizes the hydrogen

in the outer envelope, which strips the electron from the hydrogen atom and
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results in a significant increase in the opacity. This prevents photons inside

the envelope from escaping and causes the period of unvaried magnitude.

When the hydrogen cools sufficiently to recombine, the outer layer becomes

transparent and the light curve decreases again [8].

1.3 Experimental Devises

This observational experiment is made possible by the Las Cumbres Ob-

servatory global telescope network. The observations in this paper are based

on the SBIG STL-6303 instrument with 0.4 meter telescope. The scientific

imaging instrument contains Charge-coupled Device (CCD) which enables

the camera to transform visual information into digital images. The instru-

ment has readout noise of 14.5 electrons, a gain of 1.6 electron per ADU and

a dark current of 0.03 electron per pixel per second. For the purpose of this

experiment, filters SDSS i’, SDSS r’, SDSS g’ are used [6]. SDSS i’ has a

wavelength center of 7545 Åand width 1290 Å. SDSS r’ has a wavelength

center of 6215 Åand width 1390 Å. SDSS g’ has a wavelength center of 4770

Åand width 1500 Å.

The photometric analysis is based on Astroart 8, a software for astro-

nomical image processing. We use Star Atlas, a mode of Astroart, to display

star positions and to perform the astrometric or photometric calibration of a

single image. To fix the reference stars, we identified those stars with GAIA

DR3 star catalog created using the results obtained by Gaia space telescope.
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2 Experimental Methods

2.1 Observational Design

AT2023hpb is a supernova discovered on May 1, 2023 at R.A. = 00h51m11s.790,

Decl. = -73°11’30”.30 with a magnitude of 14.2. Earlier report shows that

its progenitor is a cataclysmic variable star [9]. We decided to observe this

supernova because it has an appropriate magnitude for observation and anal-

ysis. As suggested by the professor and TAs, we requested two exposures for

each of filters SDSS i’, SDSS r’, and SDSS g’, each with integration time 100

seconds. We set the observational window to be every two days and repeated

observations for two weeks. On May 20, 2023, we received the observational

results which cover May 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20. This results

have a smaller range than what we requested. It turns out the images on

May 20 are not usable, so we finally have data from the remaining nine days.

Not all images are taken at the same observational sites.

2.2 Photometric Analysis

We use Astroart 8 for photometric analysis. The goal is to draw the

apparent magnitude of the supernova at different filter on each day. Since

two exposures are available at each filter on each day, we use the preprocessing

mode to automatically align them and average the two images, which can

reduce the noise and obtain a good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

We then pick the reference stars for photometry. We select four bright
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stars from the image as our reference stars, as shown in Fig 2. The informa-

tion for the reference stars are shown in Fig 3.

Figure 2: Operation process on Astroart. Stars in red circles are reference
stars. The star in green circle is the objective supernova.

After picking the reference stars, we open Star Atlas and click ”Reference

stars, manual”. The reference stars are then indicated on the star catalog

(4). Once we click the same star on the catalog, its data including position

and magnitude will be copied to the windows, set as reference stars, and

ready for photometry.

Finally, we click astronotry and photometry and select the objective su-

pernova based on its position. Its data will be calculated based on the ref-
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Figure 3: Information for the reference stars, as recorded in Google Sheet

Figure 4: Selecting reference stars (indicated in red circles) on the Star Atlas

erence stars and shown in the windows. We record those data in Google

Sheet.

We then repeat the whole procedure for each filter on each date. All

the data is recorded in Fig. 5. We build light curves for each filter using

python, as shown in Fig. 6, Fig. 7, and Fig. 8. We then reverse the y-axis

of each graph to show the pattern of brightness and build a quadratic model

to demonstrate the light curve using python, as shown in Fig. 9, Fig. 10,
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and Fig. 11.
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2.3 Error Calculation

The main uncertainty propagated through the observational experiment

is given by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The higher the SNR, the better

the quality of the image. The factors that determine SNR are related to

the instrumental properties of the CCD camera. In principle, SNR in each

measurement can be calculated manually with Equation 1 [1].

SNR =
S

N
=

N∗√
N∗ + npix(1 +

npix

nB
)(NS +ND +N2

R +G2σ2
f )

(1)

In this equation, N∗ is the total number of photons collected from the

object of interest. npix is the number of pixels used in the integration of

the signal from the object of interest. nB is the total number of background

pixels used to estimate the mean background level. NS is the total number of

photons per pixel from the background. ND is the total number of the dark

current electrons per pixel. NR is the total number of electrons per pixel

from readout noise. G is the gain of the CCD camera and σf is an estimate

of the 1-sigma error. Those values can be found under each image as well as

on SBIG STL-6303 website.

Luckily, the photometric system in Astroart has already calculated the

SNR for each image, so we don’t need to calculate it manually. To convert

SNR into the uncertainty of apparent magnitude, we need to use Equation

2 [1].
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σm =
2.5

ln(10) · SNR
(2)

3 Raw Data

Figure 5: All the data of the objective supernova, as recorded in Google
Sheet

In Fig. 5, FWHM is Full Width at Half Maximum, which is a measure
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of star size. Round is the ratio of Minor axis and Major axis of the FWHM

(so it’s 1.0 for a perfect round star). S/N is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

PNSR is a newly defined metric which can directly measure the noise on the

image. Not all data in Fig. 5 is useful in the experiment.

Figure 6: Light Curve of AT2023hpb in SDSS g’ Filter
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Figure 7: Light Curve of AT2023hpb in SDSS r’ Filter

Figure 8: Light Curve of AT2023hpb in SDSS i’ Filter

4 Results

Some observations can be made from the light curves in different filters.

First, all light curves demonstrate a general pattern that the luminosity of
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Figure 9: Quadratic Model of AT2023hpb Light Curve in SDSS g’ Filter

Figure 10: Quadratic Model of AT2023hpb Light Curve in SDSS r’ Filter

the supernova is not strictly decreasing throughout the ten days. Rather,

it gradually decreases in the first eight days and then increases to the orig-

inal level before decreasing. In SDSS g’ and SDSS r’ filters, the objective

supernova even becomes brighter at the tenth day than at the first day after
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Figure 11: Quadratic Model of AT2023hpb Light Curve in SDSS i’ Filter

May 9, 2023. Second, the light curves in SDSS i’ and SDSS r’ filters demon-

strate a very similar pattern, while the supernova illuminates more light in

the frequency range covered by the SDSS i’ filter. This causes that the light

curve in SDSS i’ filter is 0.2 magnitude lower than that in SDSS r’ filter.

Third, the apparent magnitude in SDSS g’ filter is much lower than that in

other two filters on each date, especially after the eighth day of observation.

This shows that the supernova illuminates more light in the frequency range

covered by the SDSS g’ filter, especially after the eighth day.

Scientists usually record the light curves of a given supernova for one or

two month to decide its type. Our observations only record the light curves

of the supernova for nine days one week after the date of discovery. However,

given the light curves that we have constructed, we have good evidence that

this supernova should be classified as Type II.
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First, researches on theoretical light curves of Type II supernova have

shown that its decay rate of apparent magnitude is much smaller than Type Ia

supernova and usually becomes smaller after explosion. This is because The

decay rate of the light curve depends on the isotopic decay rate happened in

the Type II supernova at each period [5] [11]. The energy of the supernovae is

emitted in two periods of radioactive decay: 56Ni →56 Co and 56Co →56 Fe.

Calculations show that in the first period the decay rate is 0.11 mag/day and

in the second period 0.009 mag/day. The decay rate in the second period

fits into the constructed light curves. Roughly, the light curves decline with

a rate around 0.02 mag/day in SDSS r’ filter in SDSS i’ filter. In the SDSS

g’ filter, the magnitude even doesn’t change throughout the ten days.

Second, the light curves that we have constructed don’t fit into the the-

oretical light curves of Type Ia supernova. Researches have shown that the

B band and V band light curves of Type Ia supernova demonstrate a rapid

decline in brightness after explosion with the speed of 0.087 mag/day. The R

band and I band light curves, however, demonstrates a ”shoulder” or even a

secondary maximum appearing about 20 days after maximum light in most

cases [7]. This shows that the B band, I band, and R band light curves

should have different patterns, as shown in Fig. 12. However, although the

light curves in SDSS i’ and SDSS r’ do demonstrate a secondary maximum,

the light curves in SDSS g’ which have a frequency domain corresponding

to B band and V band also demonstrate a increase in brightness, which,

according to the theoretical light curves of Type Ia supernovae, should not
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occur. Thus, the objective supernovae cannot be classified as Type Ia.

Figure 12: Theoretical Light Curves for Type Ia Supernovae [4]. A rapid
decline of brightness is shown in U, B, and V bands.
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5 Discussion

Although this observational experiment is more qualitative than quan-

titative, there are several ways that we can reduce the error and make our

results more accurate. First, it turns out that the usual time span for the

supernovae observations is one or two months. For Type II supernovae, the

time span is even longer since its brightness changes much more slowly than

that of Type Ia supernovae. Therefore, it is hard to draw any firm conclusion

from the data we have received since a short range of data is more sensitive

to error. Although we have good evidence to show that the objective super-

nova should be classified as Type II, more data is still necessary to support

this conclusion. Of course, if we could do spectroscopy, then we can verify

whether our analysis is correct. What’s more, if we could have more data, we

can further classify this supernova and distinguish whether it is Type II-P,

Type II-L, or Type IIb.
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